Would You Tolerate a
Rock Band in the Library?
Then why expect ordinary connectors to tolerate
the noise & vibration of your industrial site?
Industrial environments are harsh. Automated systems
in food processing, packaging, machine tool engineering,
automobile manufacturing and many other industries work at
extremely high speeds and often create strong vibrations. Is
your Ethernet network built to withstand these conditions?
Don’t risk your operations with “ordinary” – be certain with
Lumberg Automation
Choose the best industrial-grade, ruggedized connectors
available
Best-in-class cable shielding and bonded-pair technology
ensure increased machine uptime

Are your network components rugged enough to resist interference from noise and vibration?

Ethernet: The Choice for
Industrial Applications
According to the annual HMS
Industrial Networks study,
Ethernet is the number one
platform for automation
networks over traditional fieldbus.
The shift has been grounded in
Ethernet’s abilities for greater
speed, bandwidth, flexibility and
scalability. Standardized in 1983
as IEEE 802.3, Ethernet connects
a number of computer-based
components to form a network
for the exchange of data, audio
or video transmissions. These
networks are connecting the
industrial world today.

Leading Technology for Extreme Reliability
Vibration and noise are common in industrial applications like manufacturing or rail transport
systems. The rumble of assembly lines could interrupt data transmission or connectors might
be jarred loose as a railcar travels to its destination.
These harsh environments require a ruggedized product. Belden has designed and developed
a number of leading technologies to mitigate noise and vibration and these features are now
standard across our portfolio of products. In addition, our industrial networking devices meet
industrial mechanical stability standards to ensure your automation system is protected.
Beldfoil® Shield: One of Belden’s trademarked shield designs, the Beldfoil provides 100%
shield protection against capacitive coupling and interference. Many Lumberg Automation
products leverage Belden’s cable shielding technology for noise mitigation.
360° Shielding: Most shielded Lumberg Automation M12 cordsets are equipped with 360°
shielding, allowing further protection in harsh industrial environments.
Bonded-Pair Technology: Belden invented bonded-pair technology, which further mitigates
the impact of noise not addressed by traditional shielding. This technology is standardized on
all Lumberg Automation Ethernet cordsets such as the M12.
Industrial Standards: Hirschmann, GarrettCom, and Tofino Security industrial networking
devices are tested and conform to several industrial mechanical stability standards such as
IEC 60068-2-27 shock and the IEC 60068-2-6 vibration.

See our complete Industrial Ethernet portfolio and learn more at
belden.com/would-you
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